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Mock Paper II, JAN - 2019
Subject: II PUC English (02)
Duration: 3 hours 15 minutes

Max. Marks: 100

I.
Answer the following in a word a phrase or a sentence.
(12x1=12)
1. What does the phrase ‘new snow’ suggest in Romeo and Juliet?
2. Who according to the council, was the brother Monarch in ‘Too Dear’?
3. What is eco-apartheid according to Vandana Shiva?
4. Name two Spanish writers mentioned by Don Gonzalo in ‘A Sunny Morning’?
5. What does the phrase ‘pilgrim soul’ refer to?
6. When did the old man decide to narrate his story to the lady in the lesson ‘The Gardner’?
7. When does everything seem dark to the foot in ‘’To the Foot from its Child’’?
8. How old was Mr Borges?
9. What does heaven imbibe and spill in ‘Heaven if you are not here on earth’?
10. What was the profession of Rufus Okeke in Port Harcourt?
11. What does Sheela Rani Chunkath add to the literacy drive?
12. Where did Mahad struggle take place as mentioned in ‘The Water’?
II.

Answer any eight of the following in a paragraph of 80 to 100 words choosing at least two from
poetry.
(8x4=32)
13. How does Juliet draw attention towards’gentle night’ and ‘garish sun’ in ‘Romeo and Juliet’?
14. Why did the murderer refuse to go out of prison in ‘TooDear’?
15. Illustrate the importance of biodiversity intensive farming? How did the author promote it?
16. What circumstances led Don Gonzalo flee Aravaca?
17. The poem ‘When you are old’ highlights the transient nature of beauty against permanent loveExplain.
18. Why does Tammanna feel that human nature can be strange? Explain.
19. Bring out the contrast between illusion and reality in ‘To the Foot from its Child’?
20. Explain how traffic in Brazil leads to humorous observation?
21. How should parents raise their children according to the speaker of ‘On Children’?
22. How does cycling empower women to eradicate illiteracy and develop a social change?

III.
Answer any one of the following in about 200 words.
(6x1=6)
23. How does the play Sunny Morning portray wit and humour through Don Gonzalo and Dona Laura’s
spontaneous responses?
Or
Discuss, how does the poet bring out the suffering and pain experienced by dalits on account of water?
Or
How does Roof conceal his betrayal of Marcus in the election? Elucidate.
IV.

Read the passage and answer the following.
(10x1=10)
24. Maria Montessori was born in Chiaravalle, in Italy on 31st August 1870 in spite of discouragement
from all quarters. Maria became the first women medical graduate from the University of Rome. In
those days’ women were not enrolled in medical colleges.
After her medical education she was made in charge of an institute for mentally retarded children. In
those days people believed that mentally retarded children could not learn anything. So no one
taught them anything- even simple things like attending to their needs and changing their dresses.
During her work in the institution, Maria observed these children very carefully and saw that these
children seemed to find out for themselves about many things. They would reach out for anything

they found, turn it around, see its shape etc. She concluded that given proper training and attention
these children could be taught to take care of basic needs and also some of them could pass the
reading and writing test as ordinary children.
Maria taught the children to distinguish between colours, sound smells and tastes. She made frames
with button holes and buttons to teach children how to tie shoe laces. Her methods worked well and
soon the children were able to do many things on their own. Maria thought that her method could be
extended to be useful to ordinary children too. So Maria opened the first school in the slums of
Rome for children between three and six years. She called her school ’Casa Di Bambini’(Italian for
‘Children’s house’). She applied her medical and psychological knowledge and experience for
proper training for normal children. She noted that when a child is really interested in the exercise
he had chosen, he would become completely absorbed and could not be distracted. The child thus,
learnt from enjoying what he was doing. Dr. Maria found that children were ready for different tasks
at different stages and they needed the right exercise at the right stage. A Montessori teacher’s job
was not to tell children what to do but to recognise in which stage the child was and to guide him.
Also children should be free to move about. They should not be pinned to their seats. Children
become self-reliant and independent with this method.
Children were not given any punishment in a Montessori school because even if a child behaved badly
at first, when he became engrossed in the activity of his choice, he would be quiet and settle
down.Maria Believed that all human beings passed through a certain set stages of psychological
development. Differences were mainly because of the opportunities offered by the environment in
which they were bought up as a child.
a) Where was Maria Montessori born?
b) What was the job offered to Maria after she completed her medical education?
c) Where did Maria graduate from?
d) Where did Maria open the first school for normal children?
e) What does ‘Casa Di Bambini’ mean in the passage?
f) When is a child completely absorbed in learning things according to Maria?
g) How did her method of teaching become effective on children?
h) Why are the children not given the punishment?
i) Give one word from the passage to the phrase ‘A person living on one’s hump’.
j) Give an antonym for the wordengrossed.
25. Read the following lines and answer the questions:
(3x1=3)
A little fairy comes at night, her eyes are blue and her hair is brown,
With silver spots upon her wings; and from the moon she flutters down.
She has a little silver wand and when a good child goes to bed,
She waves her wand from right to left and makes a circle round its head.
i. Who flutters down from the moon?
ii. What does she carry to bless the child?
iii. Why does she wave her wand?
26. Complete the following by filling the blanks with appropriate forms of verb.
(1x3=3)
Neruda……………. (know) as a famous poet as his century as his poems……………. (write) in a variety
of styles. In 1971, he ……………. (confer) the noble prize for literature.
27. Report the following conversation
(5x1=5)
She sat thinking, ‘All this is none of my concern.’
The old man went on, ‘His name was not Sangoji, but Basavaiah.
I am amazed at how facts take on such varied guises when it is narrated as fiction.’
28. Complete the dialogues.
(4x1=4)
Teacher: You are………………………., Pradeep. (Complaining)
Pradeep: Madam, I……….. I…………the bus. The next bus………….. (Apologizing)

Teacher: In that case you should………………………… (Suggestions)
Pradeep: ……………………. (Agreeing, leave taking)
29. Fill in the blanks by choosing the appropriate expression given in the bracket.
(2x1=2)
(Turn a deaf ear, to come off, as a part off)
Sheela Rani Chunkath included mobility……………………… the literacy drive. The neo
cyclists………………….. to the hostile remarks from some men.
30. Fill in the blanks with the right linkers:
(4x1=4)
The rains had failed…………. all the wells and tanks had run dry……… overcome the problem the
municipal authorities sunk a number of bore wells. …………….. they could supply water to the
citizens. …………… the situation was brought under control.
(Thus, so, therefore, in order to)
31. Read the following passage and make notes by drawing and filling the boxes given below
(8x1/2=4)
Service-oriented organisations are set up for providing services to their members and the society. Such
organisations include schools, hospitals, clubs etc. The main objective of these organisation is
providing service and not profit making. These organisations are managed by trustees who are fully
accountable to their members for the utilisation of funds. This is also a legal requirement. Therefore
they have to maintain proper books of accounts and prepare the financial statements like receipt
and payment account.
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32. Write a letter of application in response to the following advertisement which appeared in the ‘Indian
Express’ dated 5th November 2018:
(5x1=5)
Wanted public relation officer
Qualification: Graduate with law degree
Experience: 2 to 3 years in legal field, apply within 7 days to the general manager, swastik iron and
steel industries, Bellary.
33. You are the secretary of the student union you have invited the Deputy Commissioner to deliver the
valedictory speech. Write a speech to introduce the guest based on the hints given below.
Name: Anil Tiwari
Birth place: Lucknow U P
Educational Qualification M. Tech Passed I.A.S in 2012.
Work profile: Started career as a software engineer – appeared for IAS-secured second rank-served in
various government departments- at present deputy commissioner. Interest: Sports and cultural
activities.
OR

The following pie chart gives a graphic representation of the area of land used for different purpose in
and around Bangalore. Prepare a report in about 120 words.
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34. What do the underline words in the following extract refer to?
(4x1=4)
The earthquake had destroyed the school building. The father started searching for his son. The
parents of other children stood there shocked to see him digging through the debris. They pleaded
him to go home, but he continued frantically till he heard his son’s voice calling out to him. He told
him that there were other children also struck there, in the rubble.
i. His: ____________
ii. They: ___________
iii. He: _____________
iv. There: __________
35. Rearrange the jumbled segments to form a meaningful sentence.
(1x1=1)
Conscience/accusation/a/at/false/clear/laughs.

